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The flight of NC-4 was conceived in August 191 7 when Rear
Admiral David W. Taylor, chief of the Bureau of Construction
and Repair, decided that for antisubmarine work the Navy needed
a large, sea-based patrol-bomber that would be capable
of flying directly to the theatre of war in Europe, instead of
using valuable shipping space. The design work was assigned
to Commander Jerome C. Hunsaker, assisted by Commander
George C. Westervelt.

Glenn H. Curtiss, pioneer aviator, the "father" of the aerial
flying boat, and head of the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor
Company, was called in as a consultant to work out the
design's details.

ln January 1918 the Navy gave Curtiss a contract for four
NC (Navy-Curtiss) flying boats. The components of the aircraft
were, manufactured by several subcontractors and assembled

,at the new Curtiss plant at Garden City, Long lsland. The
major components were trucked to the Naval Air Station at
nearby Rockaway for final assembly and flight testing. Within
nine months of the letting of the contract, NC-1 stood assembled
at Rockaway. On 4 October 1918, with Commander Holden C.

Richardson at her controls and Lieutenant David McCulloch as
co-pilot, NC-1 rose from the waters of Jamaica Bay for her
first flight.

With the end of war in Europe on 1 1 November 1918, there
was no longer any need of these huge, expensive flying boats.
On the prdceding 31 October, however, Commander John H.

Towers proposed to the Chief of Naval Operations that the
NC boats be prepared to fly the Atlantic before the summer
of 1919.

Several routes were examined and it was determined that the
NC flying boat did not have range enough to fly nonstop from
Newfoundland to lreland or England. The flight would therefore
have to be made by way of the Azores and Portugal. On 4
Feb ruary 1 91 I these plans were approved by Secretary of
the Navy Josephus Daniels.

The NC flying boat was, originally designed with three tractor
engines and NC-1 was built as a trimotor. Calculations showed,
however, that greater performance could be had with four
engines, and so NC-2 was modified with four engines in tandem
pairs. This proved to be less efficient than an arrangement with
one pusher and tQree tractor engines, the tractor-pusher unit
mounted in tandem over the hull's centerline. NC-3 and NC-4
were subsequently built in this configuration and NC-1
was converted to it.

On the night of 27 March a storm wrecked NC-1's right wing.
To keep NC-1 flying, NC-2's r:ight wing assembly was



"cannibalized" and installed on NC-1. Five weeks later, on

5 May, a fire in the hangar at Rockaway destroyed NC-1's left

wing-so NC-2 was further cannibalized, and her left wing
assembly was installed on NC-l.

On Thursday morning, B May, NC-1 NC-3, and NC-4 took off

from Rockaway for Halifax, Nova Scotia, on the first leg of the

transatlantic journey. The flight was under the command of

John Towers, who was also commanding officer and navigator

of NC-3. NC-4 was commanded by Lieutenant Commander
Albert C. Read, and NC-1 by Lieutenant Commander Patrick
N. L. Bellinger.

Offshore of Cape Cod, NC-4's center engines failed; she

landed at sea and taxied to the Naval Air Station at Chatham,

Massachusetts, for repairs. NC-3 and NC-1 arrived at Halifax

without incident, but next morning serious cracks Were

discovered in their propellers and a day was lost replacing them.

On the 10th, NC-l and NC-3 continued their flight to
TrepasSey, Newfoundland, the jumping-off place for their
spanning of the Atlantic.

At Trepassey a small fleet had gathered to support the

The NC-4 at Rockaway, Long lsland, New York



transoceanic flight. When the NCs took off across the Atlantic,
21 destroyers would be on station at 50-mile intervals between
Cape Race, Newfoundland, and Corvo, the westernmost
island of the Azores. The destroyers were to serve as visual
and radio navigation aids and communication links. They
were also to provide weather intelligence and, if necessary,
rescue service.

The security of having 21 destroyers strung out between
Newfoundland and the Azores may give the impression that the
flight was a very simple affair. But in 1919, when aerial navigation
across a great trackless sea was not yet an art, much less
a science, when aircraft radio was primitive and unreliable,
and when many flight instruments had yet to be invented, it was

not easy to zero in on nine tiny islands scattered over several

hundred square miles of ocean. lf an eastbound pilot missed

the Azores his next landfall was Africa, hundreds of miles away.

Repairs were completed on NC-4 but she was kept at her

Chatham mooring by gale-force winds and rain. There was

concern among NC-4's crew that if Commander Towers

received a favorable weather forecast, he would feel obliged
to take advantage of it and "go" for the Azores without them.

Newspapers were calling NC-4 the "lame duck" and circulating
ill-founded rumors that she would be withdrawn from the flight.
The weather cleared on the 14th, however; NC-4 flew to
Halifax and arrived at Trepassey the next day.

Towers had received a favorable weather report on the 1sth

and decided to go-without NC-4. But NC-3 and NC-1 proved

to be overloaded with fuel and could not get off the water.

The forecast for the 16th was even better, and none had wanted

to teave NC-4 behind; now all three could go together.
On Friday evening, 16 May, the three NC boats roared in

turn down Trepassey harbor and flew off into the gathering

darkness over the Atlantic. The evening takeoff was necessary
so that they could reach the Azores after sunrise next day
and enjoy daylight landing conditions.

The night passed without incident. The fliers flew over the
destroyers on their ocean stations with reassuring regularity.
During the night the three planes broke from their flight
formation to avoid the risk,of collision. Furthermore, each
airplane had its own flying characteristics and cruising speed;
NC-4 was the fastest and NC-l the slowest of the three.

Troubles came with the dawn, and sunrise was closely
followed by the onset of fog.

ln NC-3, Towers spotted..a ship on the foggy horizon that he

took to be one of the station destroyers and altered course
accordingly. lt proved to be the cruiser Marblehead returning from



Personnel of the NC-4 (from lett): Sfone, Rhoads, Hinton, Rodd, Breese,
Read, and Captain Jackson ol the Melville

Europe, and this misidentification produced an erroneous bearing
that took NC-3 far ott course. Finally, with fuel running low, and
determining by dead reckoning that he was somewhere close
to the Azores, Towers decided to put down long enough to
obtain a navigation sight. The seas were running high and the
landing was so rough that the impact collapsed the struts
supporting the centerline engines. ln this condition NC-3 would
go no farther-except as a surface craft.

Bellinger was having similar difficulty but landed NC-1 without
accident. Once down, however, she could not get off again
through the 12-foot high waves that were running, and would,
indeed, be lucky to survive them.

Read,inNC-4,hadalso..rUnoutofships''andWaSvirtually
lost in the fog, which one time was so thick that the crew
could not see from one pnd of the plane to the other. The pilot
became totally disoriented and almost put the big plane into
a spin. Ensign Herbert Rodd, the radio officer, was successful,
however, in picking up radio bearings and weather information
from the destroyers hidden below by fog and clouds.

After more than 15 hours in the air, Bead's dead reckoning and
t

Hinton, Rodd, Breese,
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Rodd's radio reports gave assurance that NC-4 was very near the

Azores. A sharp lookout was kept by all hands. Suddenly island

greenery appeared through a small break in the fog, lt was

Flores, one of the western Azores.

with Flores as a checkpoint, Read swung NC-4 eastward

for the islands of Fayal and 56o Miguel. The fog began to

thin, but soon thickened again, and Read settled for immediate

haven on Fayal. NC-4 landed in the harbor of Horta a bit

before noon. Within minutes a great bank of fog blotted out

the port completelY.
Upon boarding the cruiser Columbia, base ship for the NCs at

Horta, the first thought of Read and his men was to ask about

NC-3 and NC-1.
It was soon apparent that NC-1, trapped and pummeled by

the great waves, was lucky to stay afloat let alone take off.

The Greek freighter lonia appeared out of the fog and rescued

Bellinger and his crew. Attempts to salvage the derelict NC-1

were thwarted by the heavy seas and she finally sank three days

later.
The fate of NC-3, after remaining a mystery tor 48 hours,

proved to be a saga of the sea. Before leaving Trepassey, Towers

had jettisoned the emergency radio transmitter to reduce weight

for takeoff. Thus NC-3 could receive radio calls but was

"VOiceleSS," and pure Seamanship had to take OVef. TOWeTS

figured that within two or three days the NC-3 would drift

in close to the island of 56o Miguel in the eastdrn Azores. His

estimates were proved correct on Monday afternoon, 19 May,

when NC-3, battered and almost derelict, sailed into the harbor

of Ponta Delgada.
For almost three days NC-4 rode her moorings at Horta, kept

there by high seas, rain, and fog.On the 20th the weather

cleared enough to permit takeoff, and in less than two hours she

reached Ponta Delgada. Read planned to take off for Lisbon

the next day, but weather and engine troubles delayed the

departure for a week.
The men of NC-4 were up before dawn on Tuesday, 27 May.

Lieutenant James L. Breese and Chief Machinist's Mate

Eugene S. Rhoads diligently pampered the plane's engines.

Herbert Rodd bestowed equal care on his indispensable radio

set to ensure that it was ready to go. At word from Read,

Lieutenant Elmer Stone advanced the throttles and sent the big

flying boat charging down the harbor in a great V-shaped

wedge of spray, lifting off at 0818 hours.

Another chain of destroyers extended between the Azores and

Lisbon. As NC-4 overflew them, each ship radioed her
passage to the base ship Melville al Ponta Delgada and the cruiser



Rochesfer in Lisbon, who in turn reported to the Navy Department
in Washington. Finally word came from the destroyer McDougal,
last ship in the picket line, that completion of the flight was only
minutes away.

ln NC-4 all eyes peered eastward where the horizon was
fading into the deep purple of twilight. Then at 1939 hours,
from the center of that darkening line, there flashed a diamond
spark of light-Cabo da Roca lighthouse-and the westernmost
point in Europe had been sighted. Minutes later NC-4 roared
over the rocky coastline and turned southward toward the Tagus
estuary and Lisbon.

According to Read, a man of few words, this moment was
"perhaps the biggest thrill of the whole trip." Each man on board
realized that "No matter what happened-even if we crashed
on landing-the transatlantic flight, the first one in the history
of the world, was an accomplished fact."

At 2001 hours on 27 May 1919, NC-4's keel sliced into the
waters of the Tagus. The first transatlantic flight was indeed an
accomplished fact.

After two days in Lisbon, where all three NC crews were
generously feted by the Portuguese government and the city
of Lisbon, NC-4 continued her flight to Plymouth, England, to the

The NC-4 at Lisbon, Portugal, 28 May 1919
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port whence the Pilgrim Fathers had left for America 299 years

before.
On the morning of 29 May, she departed Lisbon, but a few

hours later, off Monedego River, was forced down by engine

trouble. This was soon repaired, but the day was spent and

Read refused to risk a landing at Plymouth in darkness. So NC-4

flew only to El Ferrol, Spain, for the night.

The next day NC-4 made the final leg of her flight, landing

in Plymouth harbor early in the afternoon of 30 May.

During the 24 days of this transatlantic flight, it invariably held

the front page banner space of American newspapers. But

other remarkable Atlantic flights followed, and the world soon

forgot the triumph of NC-4 and the skill and sagacity of her

crew.
After May 1919 the world knew that men would fly the

Atlantic again-and again and again. They would fly it faster

and with fewer stops. They would fly it nonstop, in company'

and alone. They would fly it with tens and even hundreds of

passengers, at speeds and with comforts difficult to imagine

in 1919.
But no one again could be first.

That honor belongs to Lieutenant Commander Albert C. Read,

his crew of five, and the United States Navy's NC-4.

Grew ol the NCs, May lg19 ttcit Commanding officer and Navigator, Lieutenant commander Patrick N' L. Bellinger

Pilot, Lieutenant Commander Marc A' Mitscher

Co-pilot, Lieutenant Louis T. Barin

Radio Officer, Lieutenant (jg) Harry Sadenwater

Engineer, Chief Machinist Rasmus Christensen

Engineer, Chief Machinists Mate C. l. Kesler

NC-g Commanding Officer and Navigator, and Commander of Flight'

Commander John H. Towers

Pilot, Commander Holden C. Richardson

Radio Officer, Lieutenant Commander Robert A. Lavender

Co-pilot, Lieutenant David H. McCulloch

Engineer, Chief Bosun Lloyd R. Moore

NC-4 Commanding Officer and Navigator, Lieutenant Commander Albert C. Read

Pilot, Lieutenant Elmer E. Stone, U. S. Coast Guard

Co-pitot, Lieutenant Walter Hinton

Engineer, Lieutenant James L. Breese

Radio Officer, Ensign Herbert C. Rodd

Engineer, chief Machinist's Mate Eugene s. Rhoads



NC-l

Day Hr. *

NC-3 NC.4

Day Hr.* Day Hr.*
Local
TimeFlight Log of the NCs, May 1919

Lv. NAS Rockaway

Forced landing at
sea off Cape Cod n

Ar. NAS Chatham

Lv. Chatham

Ar. Halifax

Lv. Halifax

, Forced landing off
Egg lsland

Return to Halifax

Lv. Halifax

Forced landing off
Storey Head, near
Musquodbolt Harbour

Lv. Storey Head

Ar. Trepassey

Lv. Trepassey

Put down at sea

Rescued by Greek
ship lonia

Sights Flores

Ar. Horta

Lv. Horta

Ar. Ponta Delgada

Lv. Ponta Delgada

Sights Cape Roca

Ar. Lisbon

Lv. Lisbon

Forced landing
Mondego River

Takeoff

Ar. El Ferrol

Lv. El Ferrol

Sights coast of England

Ar. Plymouth
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' I 1853 (1453)

e 0e25 (0525)

14 1 307 (0e07)

2300 14 1710 (1 31 0)

1307 15 1253 (0853)

1410

1 500

1 659

15 1323 (0e23)

15 1545 (1 145)

22s1 15 2159 (175e)

2200 1 6 2205 (1 805)

1 330

17 1127 (0e27)

17 1323 (1 123)

2A 123e (103e)

1 830 20 1424 (1224)

27 1018 (0818)

27 1e3e (1e39)

27 2001

30 0529 ,

30 0721

30 1 338

30 1647

31 0627

31 1312

31 1327

10

16

17

10

16

17

19

' Hours are given in Greenwich
GMT, but in May 1919 it was
Atlantic Time of the Canadian

Mean Time. New York is ordinarily five hours behind
on Daylight Saving Time, making it the same as the
Maritime Provinces and Newfouhdland.
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Description

NC-4 on the beach at

NC-1, NC-3, and NC-4
Rockaway

*'.F .l,t:ti.ti it

SflJ$Liurs
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Li

Rockaway

taking off from

NC-4 moored at Chatham, Mass.

NC-4 landing at Trepassey, Newfoundland

NC-4 crew at Ponta Delgada: Stone, Rhoads,
Hinton, Rodd, Breese, Read, and Captain
Jackson of the Melville

NC-4 crew at Lisbon: Rhoads, Breese, Hinton,
Stone, and Read

NC-4 moored at Lisbon,
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Description

NC-4 taxying in Tagus River at Lisbon, 28 May
1919

NC-4 at Plymouth

Close-up details, NC-4's hull, port engine,
pilots' and navigators' cockpits

Close up details, NC-4's pot't wing float, pilots'
cockpit, tail group, and nose

NC-4 radio set

Map and track chart of the NC transatlantic flight

NC crews with the Secretary of the Navy in
Wash ington
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Negative
Number

A-43469

A-38529-A

A-48314

A-21393- F

A-36276

A-21393-C

A-37585

Negative
Number

A-21393

A-38529

A-41752

A-41752-A

A-33445-O

A-1 132

A-42663-F
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28 May 1919


